
Historic Average Temperatures 
for April 19

High 50
Low 33

Food Bank Still Asking for Donations
Fresh produce continues to be appreciated: potatoes, cabbage, lettuce, tomatoes, cauliflower, onions. Protein is also 
needed such as lunch meat, cheese slices, and hot-dogs. Cash, of course, is the most versatile since they do have a weekly 
shopper who picks up car delivery food. Overall the food bank says, anything any one wants to give is appreciated.

Covid-19 Testing Criteria Loosened
As of Tuesday, April 14th Michigan’s priority testing now includes the previously identified high
risk individuals with symptoms as well as people with mild symptoms as long as testing supplies are 
available.

Memorial Day Parade And Pageant Canceled
 
After much consideration both the Memorial Day Parade Committee and the 
Fort Michilimackinac Pageant Committee have canceled their Memorial Day 
weekend events.  Both events have a long uninterrupted history. The Pageant 
would have held their 58th reenactment and the parade its 50th.  However, it 
was for the health and 
safety of all involved that 
both groups canceled this 
year’s activities.

The joyous weekend 
celebrated the memory 
of our armed forces and 
our multi-national, 18th 
century roots. It was also 
the unofficial opening 
of the summer tourist 
season.

Both groups look forward 
re-starting the traditions 
next year.
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Village Hall News

No short-term rentals; no water late charges nor shut-offs
Village council met and passed a resolution to help the town “mitigate the spread of this pandemic.” The steps are:
• There will be no short-term rentals permitted within the village limits until the Stay At Home order is lifted.
• The village will waive late fees on water bills for the quarter just ended and for the current quarter.
• The village will not shut off water service if water/sewer bills are delinquent through August 31, 2020.

Miscellaneous Village News
DPW Supervisor Mike Karl has resigned. A job posting should be available next week. He 
will help with the transition.

The annual big trash pick-up, where you can bring one truck load of trash if you live in 
Mackinaw or Wawatam Township, is tentatively scheduled for Saturday, June 13th behind 
the school. Watch for an update.

Two special events were approved:
 Shoreline West Bicycle Tour for August 1 - 8. They requested, and were granted, 
permission to park around the ball fields and Recreation Center, although some spaces 
around the Rec Center will be reserved for the Center’s users. As usual, the riders will load 
their cars at the school at the end of the ride.
 Great Lakes Endurance, Waugoshance Trail Marathon for July 11 from 7 am to 2 
pm. They requested and were granted to put their finish line just south of the ball fields. 
Runners will come into town from Wilderness State Park on the DNR trail and cross onto Cadillac St. through the Marest 
extension, then back west to the ball fields.

Department reports: As would be expected most police crimes and complaints were reduced. Work in the water and 
sewer department has gotten more complicated in dealing with staff isolation while maintaining the systems. According 
to Supervisor Rivera’s report, “The water department is in the process of updating our Emergency Response Plan, State 
Pandemic Influenza Plan and our Bacteriological Site Sampling Plan.” The plan to move the DuJuanay lift station, if 
the lake continues to rise, is ready to be implemented, since the EGLE permit has arrived. However the work will only 
proceed if necessary. The department is still waiting to hear about the grant application; a decision is currently expected 
April 30. AT&T is planning on making some system improvements to their phone equipment on the water tower.

The Crossing’s request to downsize a segment of one of their water lines from a 4” line to a 2” line and thus use a smaller 
water meter was discussed by council. The village engineers said a 2-inch line is sufficient to service the eleven toilets, 
three urinals, and 12 sinks. The applicant must file a Water and Wastewater Permit request with the village, a similar 
permit with the county, and use a Michigan licensed plumber. The council voted to allow this change if the permit 
applications are completed and fees are paid. The Jamaican grocery in the Crossings is asking for water to be turned on so 
they can open and supply groceries to their customers, an “essential” service.

Headlands Road Work
Road repairs on Headlands Road will begin next week with surveying and staking.  Depending on the weather it should 
take about four to six weeks to do the repairs with construction beginning April 27th. The road will remain open during 
the work.
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State News
Fish Stocking Disrupted
Because of Stay-At-Home, the Department of Natural Resources had to cancel its spring egg-take operations that supply 
stock for its fish hatcheries. In particular, the move affects hatcheries that raise prized game fish species including 
walleye, muskellunge and steelhead, a variety of rainbow trout. As a result, the DNR hatcheries will be left without a 
hatchery year class which could affect the quality of Michigan’s $2.3 billion recreational fishing industry over the next 
two to three years.

State To Buy Back Liquor
The executive orders keep flying out of the governor’s office. Number 46 is interesting. The Michigan Liquor Control 
Commission is initiating a spirits buy-back program to offer financial relief to bars and restaurants with on-premises 
liquor licenses. Liquor Control is authorized to buy the bar and restaurant inventory of liquor at purchase price. The 
establishments can then re-purchase the liquor within 90 days of the end of the emergency period.

Pellston Airport to Get $1.1 million
Michigan’s congressional delegation secured $256 million in airport grants in the federal CARES Act. While most of that 
will go to downstate airports, Pellston will be one of 90 Michigan airports to get money. Pellston will get $1.1 million.

Sleeping Bear Dunes Closed
All Sleeping Bear Dunes National Lakeshore park trails, trailheads, parking lots and picnic areas are closed until further 
notice, the park announced Tuesday. In its closure statement posted on Facebook, the park included photos of groups of 
people who did not appear to be socially distancing at one of the park’s trailheads. It said the photos were from Saturday.

Section of Little Traverse Wheelway Trail Collapsed
Little Traverse Wheelway, is “falling into the lake as the wind continues and is very dangerous,” Petoskey Parks and 
Recreation Department said Monday on Facebook. The section that failed is between Magnus Park campground and East 
Park in Petoskey.

Gov. Whitmer Joins Wisconsin and Pennsylvania Governors Asking Trump for Financial Aid
In Michigan, state revenues could be reduced by $3 billion alone this year - $7 billion over the next 18 months – due to 
the measures taken to halt the spread of COVID-19. These cuts will undoubtedly lead to continued and major job losses 
in Michigan, where over 1 million new unemployment claims have been filed since March 15, a 5000% increase over a 
4-week period, representing roughly a quarter of the state’s workforce.

Governor Joins Regional States to Plan Reopening
LANSING, Mich. -- Today, Governors Gretchen Whitmer (MI), Mike DeWine (OH), Tony Evers (WI), Tim Walz (MN), 
JB Pritzker (IL), Eric Holcomb (IN), and Andy Beshear (KY) announced that they will work in close coordination to 
reopen the economy in the Midwest region. “We will closely examine at least these four factors when determining when 
best to reopen our economy: 
• Sustained control of the rate of new infections and hospitalizations. 
• Enhanced ability to test and trace. 
• Sufficient health care capacity to handle resurgence. 
• And best practices for social distancing in the workplace. 

Republicans Introduce Bills to Limit Governor in a Disaster
Bills introduced by Republicans in both legislative chambers would give the Legislature more of a say in the 
process when a disaster is declared and ensure certain rights are not upended. Bills would reduce the number 
of days by half before the governor must get legislative approval for an extension of a disaster declaration and 
blocks the governor from banning the sale or purchase of firearms and ammunition during a disaster.

Governor Announces Science-Based Mental Health Web Site
Got to https://www.headspace.com/mipage 2 page 3April 19, 2020
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A Teacher’s Viewpoint of Stay At Home
I asked two teachers, Alicia Powers who teaches 4th grade, and Jennifer Lee, who teaches science and math 
to upper level students to comment on their experience during the school closure. This week Alicia Powers 
speaks and next week Jennifer Lee.

This has definitely been an interesting experience, and a significant learning curve. However, 
despite everything, I think I'll be a better teacher whenever we are all back in the classroom, 
together again. This experience has definitely forced me out of my comfort zone regarding 
technology, and introduced me to some great resources that I can use to supplement my 
instruction in the future. However, it's also shown me that, as a teacher, nothing can replace that 
face-to-face, daily interaction with my students.

What is a typical day like? How do the days vary?
As much as I've tried to maintain some kind of schedule (for my own sanity, and the sanity of my 
own two small children at home) it's been a struggle. I find myself working on my computer in little 
spurts--pausing frequently to get a child a snack, wipe my three-year-old's behind, play games, read books, 
you name it. Finding the balance between my roles as mom and as teacher has been more difficult than ever. Usually, I 
find that, if I pour a lot of energy into my own children early in the morning, then they are less needy in the afternoon---
which allows me to get work done. 

Right now, every Monday and Wednesday I send out an assignment sheet of work for my 4th graders. Currently, these 
assignments consist of a combination of the worksheets that I sent home with them on March 13th (which we've almost 
finished), and assignments that I've built as multiple choice and short answer quizzes in Google Classroom. The students 
have a two-day window to complete this work, i.e. Monday’s assignments are due by 3:00 on Wednesday, Wednesday's by 
3:00 on Friday. 

On Tuesdays and Thursdays at 4 pm, we meet as a class in a Google Meet session, which is similar to Zoom. I think this 
consistency has really helped my students plan their days. Usually, I begin these class meetings with a fun discussion 
question, to lighten the mood and get everybody engaged. Then, I open it up as a Q & A session. Students can ask me 
any questions they have on the assignments. However, last Tuesday, much of the time was spent as tech support, walking 
them through how to submit the different types of assignments. For the paper worksheets, I've been having the kids take a 
photo of their work with their phones and upload it as an attachment in Google Classroom. Other assignments need to be 
completed on the computer before the student clicks a "Submit" button. Some are self-graded through another program I 
used called flocabulary.com. I‘ve been able to have computer face-to-face contact with ten of my eleven students--which 
has been wonderful. I’d say that I regularly meet with at least nine of my eleven 4th graders twice a week. I can call on 
students at random or when they raise their hand.

With flocabulary.com, the students watch an engaging video on a particular topic and then have "Read & Respond" or 
"Quizzes" to take based on what they watched. After completing then scoring these quizzes, they just have to go into 
Google Classroom and click the button "Mark as Done" to submit their assignment. There are a lot of different things to 
learn... navigating the computer being the biggest one. Then, usually, at the tail-end of the lesson, I'll lead the students 
through a new lesson--usually in math. These Google Meet sessions usually last from 1 to 1-1/2 hours. 

I have my phone and my laptop nearby to field questions from students and parents as they arise. The questions 
are becoming less and less frequent as we go along, but, early on, they came at all times throughout the 
day. I've talked with a couple of my colleagues about how, even though we're working from home with less 
instruction time, there is much more preparation. I feel like I have less time to do things than I did when I was 
in the classroom. page 4April 19, 2020
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What are the different instructional techniques you are using?
What's been working best for me is creating pre-recorded instructional videos (usually for math) for students and parents 
to access. I encourage my students to watch these videos before beginning the corresponding assignment. However, also 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, I provide live instruction where I can call on students to answer specific questions. During 
these sessions, I'm able to share my screen, so the students can see it. I've been using the paint tool that comes on my 
school laptop as a white board so I can draw out math problems.

The students also have all their textbooks at home and have been assigned specific pages to read each week. They then 
have questions to answer in quizzes I've built. I also like the instructional videos through flocabulary.com (which I have 
a free trial for until the end of May). These videos cover a variety of topics in all subject areas and are fun and engaging. 
These videos have built in reading comprehension activities and quizzes. I also use educational videos from YouTube to 
supplement my instruction.

Are the students still reading extra books and if so where are they getting them?
I encourage my students, on every assignment sheet, to continue reading a self-selected book of their choice for 20 
minutes each day. Before we left school, I made sure each child grabbed 2 or 3 chapter books from my classroom library 
to take home. However, back in January, the elementary teachers were given money from the Mackinaw Woman's Club 
to purchase books for our students from the Scholastic Book Order--enough to pay for one book per month for each 
student through the rest of the school year. This was such a thoughtful gesture, and my students were thrilled! Fortunately, 
I purchased these books from Scholastic in advance, and currently have the students' books for April and May in my 
classroom. I'm hoping to get them out within the next week.

How are you handling tests?
So far, I have assigned one math test to my students. I told the kids, upfront, that this assignment would not be "graded," 
however, they were to work on it independently so I could see where they needed further instruction. After checking the 
students' tests, I recorded the problems the majority got incorrect, so I could be sure to explain them in our next session. 
I then told the students to, before we met online, look at the online feedback I'd given them on their tests and write down 
the numbers of the problems they got wrong. That way, they could make sure to pay close attention when I went over 
those specific problems. I also encouraged them to have a scrap piece of paper and a pencil to rework any problems that 
had errors. Then, when we met online as a class, I randomly called on students to explain their thinking on how they 
solved the problems. I also shared my screen so, again, I would have a whiteboard to use in drawing out, step-by-step, 
how to solve each problem. We did this as a part of my second online meeting. The kids were happy, engaged, and did a 
phenomenal job of explaining how they solved the various math problems. Plus, it was the first time I felt able/confident 
enough to provide actual instruction to my students in the four weeks since we'd left school. I was on such a high 
afterward. I've really missed teaching during this time, and am thankful for weekly opportunities to meet with my class 
online.

How can you tell if students are keeping up?
Nothing compares to face-to-face instruction, but my students are doing remarkably well at keeping up with the workload. 
Right now, I'm posting about 9-10 assignments per week, which I feel has been manageable. I feel the two-day window 
allows students some flexibility to complete the work at the times that are most convenient for them. On average, 
they're completing about 1-3 assignments per day, which, I assume take them about 2 hours at the most (which is the 
recommendation for 4th graders who are distance learning at this time). I'm just so thankful for the amazing support of my 
students' parents. None of us asked for this situation, yet everyone has really stepped up to the plate and has been amazing. 
I'm a big believer in giving each other grace right now... I'm not being a stickler on deadlines, and am accepting 
students' work whenever (and sometimes, however) I can get it. I'm also very proud of my 4th graders for their 
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grit and fantastic problem-solving skills. This has really been a team effort, and I'm proud to say that all of my students 
have turned in some of the work I've assigned, and nine of the eleven have managed to keep up with all of the work. It's 
been incredible!

What is this doing to your creativity? To the students’?
I'm not able to be creative in the ways I once was... There are no interactive language arts tasks that have students up and 
moving around the room; and we aren't playing Math-ket Ball (Math Basketball) to review before a big test. However, 
I've found different ways to be creative. I've had the opportunity to explore some great online resources (like flocabulary.
com or Moby Max) which I may not have had the extra time to search for, or implement, had I not been thrown into this 
situation. I'm still trying to find ways to make the learning fun and engaging when I can. It's definitely making me think 
outside the box and move out of my comfort zone... which may not be a bad thing!

I am willing to assume the teachers don’t like this, but what about the students?
Funny you should ask that... I actually set up a survey on Google Classroom with one question for my students to answer: 
"How are you feeling about distance learning so far?" I provided them with 5 multiple choice answers to choose from: 
A) It's great! I like setting my own schedule and completing work on the computer, B) Okay. I miss face-to-face learning 
and am having trouble understanding some of the work, C) Okay, but I wish the workload were increased. I have too 
much time between assignments. D) Okay, but I'm having trouble with my internet connection and finding it difficult to 
meet deadlines, and E) Lousy. I miss my friends/teacher and my day-to-day routine. It is stressful and difficult learning 
from home. Of my 11 students, 10 took the survey. Three chose choice A, stating that they were enjoying this new way of 
learning. Four chose B, stating that things were going okay, but that there were challenges. Zero chose C, or wanted more 
work...haha. One chose D, stating that her poor internet connection caused a lot of frustration. And, two chose E, stating 
that they missed their routine, their friends, and that they were having a negative experience completing school work at 
home. I found this feedback to be very interesting. I also felt a little relief that, although this situation is not easy for any 
of us, 8 of the 10 students who took the quiz are having an "okay" experience or better. They're hanging in there!

Will grades be assigned at the end of the term?
At the end of term, per our Governor's mandate, all students who were on track to move onto the next grade prior to 
school being dismissed, will move on. Also, all students are to receive credit/ no credit in all subject areas for the final 
marking period. However, at MCPS, our teachers are continuing to grade assignments, provide feedback, and put scores 
into PowerSchool. We have some amazing students who really push themselves academically and still want to check their 
grades to see if they currently have an A or a B in a class. I assume that, in the end, we'll be able to override any final 
grades to reflect a credit/ no credit grading system. However, for now, I'm still making scores available to my students. 
For students with missing assignments, we're just marking the work as missing, for now, and not assigning zeros to these 
assignments. However, in my mind, if my students are taking the time to complete the work, then it's only fair that I give 
them prompt, quality feedback on their assignments. 
    -Alicia Powers
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Mackinaw’s Business Community Has Questions
Mackinaw’s business community is full of questions and it seems there are no answers. The seasonal timing of the Stay 
Home order is creating unique problems for Mackinaw’s nearly100% tourist economy.

Of course, the question of WHEN things will open up is 
top on everyone’s mind. But most businesses seem to think 
they will open at some point this summer, maybe even 
experiencing a sudden rush later in the season. Even so, 
will workers be able to get in enough time to qualify for 
unemployment next winter?

The next logical question is staffing. Businesses in town rely 
on senior citizens, J1 workers, and long-time regulars. Will 
seniors want to work or even be able to if they are in the 
high-risk category? Will Europe open its doors and allow J1 
workers to come? Will long-time workers choose to return to 
work? On this last question at least there was some clarity. 
Workers who are called back to work cannot take the bonus 
unemployment money and extended unemployment period. 
If they are called back they must go back. Unemployment 
only extends to those who cannot find work.

Lastly, the questions focus how to be safe when opening 
back up. How can a business put their employees in masks 
and gloves when hospitals cannot get enough? Perhaps by 
joining together the town can order big lots of protective 
gear for the entire community. Certainly brainstorming as a 
community is worthwhile and the Chamber of Commerce 
should be congratulated for encouraging a united effort.

McLaren Again Wants Face Masks
 
“We have received an incredible outpouring of support from the community and have 
already received more than 3,000 homemade facemasks.” In anticipation of a greater 
need, the McLaren Northern Michigan Foundation is once again accepting donations 
of homemade facemasks. Community members who are healthy, willing, and able to 
make and donate face masks are encouraged to use the CDC pattern available online 
at https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/diy-cloth-face-
coverings.html. McLaren Northern Michigan prefers cotton ties to elastic bands.

McLaren Northern Michigan will provide homemade facemasks donated by community 
members to patients and their caregivers when they are discharged from the hospital, as 
well as to patients at outpatient clinics and McLaren Home Care & Hospice. Donated 
facemasks will also be provided to staff for use in the community. The cloth facemasks 
do not replace surgical masks or N-95 respirators and will not be used by staff in patient 
care areas of the hospital. Facemasks will be commercially laundered before being 
distributed. Community members are asked to call ahead to schedule a drop-off time. 
Please call 231.487.3500.

Fabric connectors, a tool for protecting 
staff ears, are also being requested. The 
staff are requesting donations of two or 
four hole buttons sized 1/2” to 5/8”
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Today and Tomorrow
Today it seems that we have settled into the “new normal.” Driving on roads with few cars. 
Carry-out food only. Customers in grocery stores openly avoiding you, walking the other way 
quickly. Worrying whether it is safe to order a pizza even though they promise not to touch it 
after it comes out of the oven. Feeling isolated, I find myself waving at every car that passes 
by me on the roads. And yes, almost all wave back. A cloud of constant stress and uncertainty 
hovers above us all.

But every weekday morning I go to the office excited to make my phone calls. It seems odd 
me calling the patients instead of them visiting me. But phone medicine is the “new normal” 
now. I enjoy talking to my patients as much as they enjoy talking to me. We share the same 
enthusiasm. My funniest phone visits are with my patients living in the remote areas of the 
upper peninsula. For them, life has not changed! It seems they are used to living in isolation 
all winter so this “ new normal “ for us is actually normal for them!

Again, I am happy to report that I have not diagnosed any cases of Coronavirus here in 
Mackinaw City. The hospital in St. Ignace, Mackinac Straits, has had no Coronavirus 

admissions. So far so good.

Tomorrow will be met with many challenges. When will it be safe to open our world again ? Our political leaders are 
debating this question daily. As a practicing physician, I feel that three very important goals must be reached before we 
have any possibility of returning to our old way of life.

First, testing for the Coronavirus must be simple and 
widely available. Office testing with rapid results, within 
minutes, is a must. Currently, scientists are developing 
a simple saliva test that can be performed quickly in the 
doctor’s office. Hopefully that test will be available soon.

Secondly, we need an antibody test that will allow us to 
determine if a patient has been exposed to the Coronavirus. 
Some patients never have symptoms yet are carrying the 
virus. We need to measure the amount of antibody in the 
patient to determine whether that patient is immune to 
further disease.

Finally, we need a vaccine so that all of us can be protected 
from acquiring the virus. According to the medical experts, 
a vaccine will not be available for at least 18 months. Some 
vaccines actually take many years to develop.

Today we have settled into the “ new normal.” Tomorrow, 
hopefully soon, we can get our “ old normal “ back.

Bridge Magazine - Michigan currently ranks 27th in the nation 
for number of residents tested per capita. More than a dozen 
drive-thru test sites were opened and expanded across Michigan 
on Monday, along with a new laboratory in Grand Rapids that’s 
expected to increase the state’s daily number of reports by 40 
percent. Women are 54 percent of the confirmed coronavirus 
cases but just 43 percent of the fatalities. About 40 percent of the 
confirmed cases are in people younger than 50. page 8April 19, 2020
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Mackinaw History
How We Get Dressed at Mackinac State Historic Parks

Dressing Like a British Grenadier
You see the fort soldiers walking about in their bright red coats and doo-
dads when you visit Colonial Michilimackinac. But what is involved 
in getting dressed for work each day for such a soldier? Craig Wilson, 
Curator of History, posted a wonderful video of a grenadier at the fort, 
one of the elite soldiers, getting dressed for a formal event. This is one 
of a series of “How They Dress” videos now online at the Mackinac 
State Historic Parks’ web site, You Tube site, and Facebook.

Linen shirt
This basic piece of clothing was used by essentially all European 
men and women. It served as their nightshirt and their underwear. In 
the eighteenth century, taking a bath was considered a health risk, so 
changing and washing this shirt was the basic method of keeping a 
person clean. It was comfortable against the skin, as were the knit socks 
or stockings Craig is wearing. The clothing layers build from this basic 
start. The shirt is buttoned at the neck and the sleeve cuffs are held with 
a double button cuff closure that we would call a cuff-link.

Wool breeches
Knee-length pants are buttoned on as the first outer garment. Putting 
them on required tucking the long linen shirt between the legs so it 
effectively became an undershirt and underpants. These knee-length 
breeches fit snuggly, the style of the times, but they would, in a few 
years, be replaced by full-length pants. Not only did these breeches 
button at the top, but each knee was buttoned in with five more 

buttons. It took a 
while to snug these 
pants on. Then, on 
went the leather 
garter to hold up 
the stockings, 
requiring a buckle 
and another button.

17 buttons in 
just the pants & 
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Waistcoat, neck-wear, and footwear
Standing on this cold floor, even with the roaring fire in the background, 
Craig was quick to put on shoes. I doubt they warmed his feet much. They 
are made of heavy cow leather on a straight last (mold), no right and left 
foot differences. By wearing them the soldier breaks them to his feet. But 
they would only last about six months. Today, our interpreters don’t have 
access to cheap shoes like these, so they try to make them wear as long as 
possible. They add hobnails in the toe and a heel plate to stretch the wear 

because the sharp gravel on the fort’s paths is hard on 
leather bottoms. Craig says his shoes, which he wears 
about twice a week, have lasted for eight summers.

The black neck-wear is a woven horse-hair band, over 
a leather core, with a linen cloth backing that hooks 
with a clasp.

The tightly-fitted waistcoat is also made of wool. It is stylish, long and 
with fake pockets. The ten buttons are marked with a KS 8 to denote the 
regiment’s name, the 8th (King’s) regiment.

Then on go the spatterdashes, or gaiters, to convert the low shoe into 
more of a boot, offering protection for the stockings against mud and 
thorns, and protection for the legs by adding warmth. Craig’s are half 
height, but they could come clear up to the knee. Each is held on by nine 
more buttons.

Grenadier markings
Up to this point every 
soldier would dress 
alike, but the grenadiers, 
the best soldiers at 
Michilimackinac 
constituting about half 
of the crew, had extra 
identifying gear. 

The 8th regiment has a square buttonhole with a blue 
and yellow stripe on a royal blue background.

Putting on his parade accouterments, Craig adds a 
waist belt that holds a bayonet for his musket plus a 
short sword called a hanger.

M
atch case holding a 

slow burning fuse-like 

m
atch
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The regimental coat, the red coat with distinctive button hole lace, identifies the British regiment. It too has many, many 
buttons which are functional, but actually the coat is ordinarily attached with two hooks. All of 
the buttons are on full display. The style for the coat is tight in the chest then falling away at the 

waist. Style was important to men, as Lee Ann Ewer, Interpretive Assistant, is quick to point 
out. The men were more fashion conscious than the women. To make the coat even more 

fashionable, the grenadier’s coat has a sleeve cap with their blue and yellow stripes, and 
the turn-back on the coattails showing a graphic of the flaming bombs that grenadiers 

formerly threw. 

Although by the 1770s the grenadiers were no longer throwing 
bombs, in dress uniform they carried some other remnants of 
those earlier days. They carried a cartridge pouch holding musket 
ammunition and attached by a wide white over-the-shoulder strap. 
On the back of the strap were some more decorative bombs and a 
stretch of extra match cord. In the days of throwing bombs, a lit piece 

of match cord, soaked in saltpeter so once lit it would burn steadily and 
very slowly, would be carried in the metal container on the front of this 
belt called a match case. There it served as a type of long-burning match, 

ready on your chest to ignite any bombs you would want to throw. The brass case is still worn on 
the front of this cartridge belt. (see photo page before).

Cap
Lastly, on goes the cap. For dress it was a tall cap made of bear 
skin. It was much like the caps still worn in London for changing 
of the guard. But on an ordinary day even the grenadiers would 
simplify their outfits and wear a tricorn hat, no match-case, and 
no sword.

There are more of these fashion videos on the 
Mackinac State Historic Parks web site and 
when the State Historic Parks are open the 
interpreters love to talk about their clothes. Be 
sure to ask.

M
atch case holding a 

slow burning fuse-like 

m
atch

The cartridge pouch on the right is black and filled with a wooden form 
to hold papers and powder for a musket, the two brass circles are 
decorative symbols of bombs, and the rope between is the match cord.

The tall, formal bear skin cap is decorated with a tin plate on front, 
cording on the back, and another tin plate for grenadiers. These 
hats were expensive and saved for formal occasions.
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What Globalization Has Done to the U.S. Economy - from the Washington Post

In 1975, before free trade agreements, the average U.S. supermarket carried 9,000 different products; today, almost 
47,000. In 1900, 57 percent of U.S. household income was spent on food and clothing; since the integration of the 
world’s economies, 17 percent. As recently as the 1990s, avocados were mostly confined to California in summer. Today, 
Americans must import 85 percent of the 4.25 billion avocados they devour to satisfy their appetites, which owe much to 
three trees acquired in trade with Mexico in 1871. The average American eats seven pounds of avocados per year, often in 
taco salads (Romanian corn, Mexican tomatoes, Peruvian onions, etc.). 

The best-selling car in the United States for most of this century has been Toyota’s Camry, assembled in Kentucky. 
The most all-American car — measured by American parts, labor and assembly — is Honda’s Odyssey from Alabama. 
Germans buy BMW SUVs made in South Carolina. Many iconic “American” products (e.g., Rawlings baseballs, Gerber 
baby foods, Converse shoes, Fender Stratocaster guitars, Levi’s jeans) are made entirely elsewhere. The iPhone has 748 
suppliers in dozens of countries. (Assembled in China, it is counted by U.S. trade bookkeeping as an import, but China’s 
value contribution is about $8.46.)

The United States annually “exports” more than $40 billion in higher education bought by foreigners. (There are more 
U.S.-trained PhDs teaching in China than here.) The United States’ No. 1 service export is tourism — 77 million foreign 
visitors spending half a trillion dollars and sustaining 5 million U.S. jobs. Although the value of the dollar declined in 
2017, making tourism less expensive, the United States is only one of two developed nations — the other: 
turbulent Turkey — to experience a decline in tourism since 2016. The precipitous decline since then has cost 
the United States more than $32 billion in tourist spending. And 2018 was the second consecutive year of 
declining numbers of foreign students matriculating as undergraduates, a crucial component of U.S. higher-
education funding.

Bridge toll takers are trying to be protected. They have 
purchased hand sanitizer from the distillery in Cedarville. 
Bridge traffic is about 37% of what it normally is.
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50th Anniversary of Earth Day
How You Can Still Celebrate

In a day and age where it feels that everything is changing 
too fast, and the uncertainty of life’s circumstances can be 
overwhelming, it’s easy to question what you can accomplish, or 
whether it’s even worth it.

It’s times like these that call upon our individual passions and 
skills, challenging us to come together and celebrate what we 

CAN do. This event officially kicks off on the 50th anniversary of Earth Day, April 22nd. 
EC2020 is already mobilizing millions of people around the world to participate in citizen 

science initiatives focusing on six crowd-sourced science 
research questions. 

The first phase of the project will focus on two topic 
areas: plastics pollution and air quality. The EC2020 
mobile app currently has two widgets designed and 
informed by teams of researchers from hundreds of 
universities and organizations from around the world. 
When you collect data with the app, you’re contributing 
data to help answer EC2020’s research questions. 

The Plastics Pollution widget contains “Wander Mode”, 
where you simply snap a photo of litter that you spot 
throughout the day. There is a similar widget for 
understanding local Air Quality. Use the EC2020app to 
take a picture of the horizon where you live and rate the 
air quality you think the photo represents.

The UAW and Earth Day
When it was founded in 1970, according to Earth Day’s first national coordinator Denis Hayes, “Without the UAW, the 
first Earth Day would have likely flopped!”

Less than a week after he first announced the idea for Earth Day, Sen. Gaylord Nelson of Wisconsin presented his 
proposal to the Industrial Union Department of the AFL-CIO. Walter Reuther, president of the UAW, enthusiastically 
donated $2,000 to help kick the effort off — to be followed by much more. Hayes recalls, “The UAW was by far the 
largest contributor to the first Earth Day, and its support went beyond the merely financial. It printed and mailed all 
our materials at its expense — even those critical of pollution-belching cars. Its organizers turned out workers in every 
city where it has a presence. And, of course, Walter then endorsed the Clear Air Act that the Big Four were doing their 
damnedest to kill or gut.”

K-12 Chance to Talk to EGLE Director on Earth Day
Celebrate the 50th anniversary of Earth Day in a livestream conversation with Liesl Clark, director of the Michigan 
Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy. On April 22, Clark will talk about ways Michigan students can take 
steps to help protect the earth. She will be joined by EGLE’s climate and energy adviser Brandy Brown, and 
they both will answer questions from the community. The event is open to the public, but especially welcoming 
to Michigan’s students K-12 and their teachers. Wed. April 22, 10 - 10:30 am
Check the EGLE and Earth Day web site.

A college student in a gas mask “smells” a magnolia blossom in City 
Hall Park on Earth Day, April 22, 1970, in New York
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The entire cycle takes about a month

The pupa is called a tumbler because it falls and rises through the 
water in response to passing shadows. It also has two breathing 
tubes to the surface, but it does not eat. It exists for 1 to 4 days 
converting its body into the adult mosquito form. The 
adult uses air pressure to split open the case and 
emerge. The adult sits on the water until its wings 
dry, then flies off to breed and feed. Mosquitoes lay 
their eggs on calm water so the adults have a calm 
surface from which to launch.

There is no evidence that mosquitoes transmit coronavirus

The gills absorb water and appear to 
be the only way the larvae drinks

The breathing tube pokes through the water surface. Just a thin 
layer of oil on the water surface keeps the larvae from breathing 
and thus it dies.

The primitive eye senses a shadow and 
cause the larvae to drop from the surface, 
evidently a protection from predators

Mosquito larvae are now wiggling about in local ponds. Through an amazing transformation, they turn into the 
detestable mosquito. The transformation is as miraculous as a caterpillar turning into a butterfly. 

Mosquito Larvae Wigglers Are Active Now

Close up of the mouth brush which pushes anything floating by 
into the larvae’s mouth, things like algae, plankton, fungus, etc.

Antenna are used to pick up 
odors and possibly vibrations

The three top larvae 
are taking in air just 
above the water 
surface. Their images 
are reflected off of 
the surface. This 
collection represents 
several different 
stages in the life cycle, 
with the largest being 
about 1/4 inch long.

Body Parts
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Create Something That Will Make the World Awesome
Northern Lakes Economic Alliance published a list of innovative companies in Michigan. Put on your thinking cap, what 
can we make in Mackinaw City to help with the crisis and to create jobs independent of tourism?

SHAGGY’S COPPER COUNTRY SKIS & 1-800-STENCIL
Shaggy’s in Boyne City transitioned its manufacturing from custom skis to face shields for hospitals and healthcare 
workers. Together with 1-800-Stencil, they shipped out over 20,000 face shields in one week alone!

MAMMOTH DISTILLING
With locations in Bellaire, Traverse City, and Central Lake, Mammoth Distilling is offering free personal amounts of 
hand-sanitizer (4-6 oz). Larger quantities available for purchase.

GREAT LAKES TISSUE COMPANY
Great Lakes Tissue Company hosted public toilet paper sales. The Cheboygan based company typically only sells 
commercially but expanded during this time of need.

GYPSYVODKA
GypsyVodka turned their production to hand-sanitizer and offers bulk sales to the public in its Petoskey storefront.

TRAVERSE BAY MANUFACTURING
Elk Rapids manufacturing company switched gears to make surgical masks and gowns.

LEXAMAR CORPORATION
Magna LexaMar donated 20,000 face shields to local hospitals, clinics and beyond. The shields were designed and 
produced at the Magna LexaMar facility in Boyne City and assembled by a team dedicated to helping keep our front line 
healthcare workers safe.

PETOSKEY PLASTICS
Immediately switching their production to protection gowns to aid our friends in the healthcare industry, Petoskey Plastics 
has made quite an impact so far:
• Donated 13,000 gowns to regional healthcare workers
• Shipped 310,000 gowns
• Supplying 13 Michigan hospitals with gowns
• On track to produce and ship 1 million total gowns by the end of the month!

Can We Mix Up Something Besides Fudge?
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Coronavirus Now the Number Two Killer
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Cost of Crisis
so far

How Much is a Trillion?
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